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By the use of the spectroscope, a beam of non-homogeneous light is analyzed, and its components 
assorted according to their wavelength. As it is well-known, each element, when intensely heated under 
proper conditions, sends forth light which, upon prismatic analysis, is found to consist of groups of waves 
of definite length, and appearing in certain definite proportions. So certain and uniform are the results of 
this analysis, that the appearance of a particular spectrum is indisputable evidence of the presence of the 
element to which it belongs.

In a matter very similar, it is proposed to analyze a composition by forming what may be called a 
‘word-spectrum,’ or a ‘characteristic curve,’ which shall be a graphic arrangement of words according to 
their length and to the relative frequency of their occurrence. If, now, it shall be found that with every 
author, as with every element, this spectrum persists in its form and appearance, the value of the method 
will be at once conceded.

(Mendenhall, 1887)
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Can you ever write anonymously?



● Whistleblower reporting corporate wrongdoing
● Activist working in oppressive conditions
● Novelist writing a different kind of novel

Anonymous writing scenarios
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Blog Authorship Corpus



Top 1000 words
a  the  i  to  and  of  in  that  my  is  it  for  was  you  on  but  with  have  so  this  be  we  at  me  not  as  he  all  are  just  like  
they  about  or  what  if  from  out  up  had  one  when  get  will  do  she  can  some  by  his  her  your  an  there  then  really  
know  would  more  who  think  go  am  has  been  no  got  were  how  time  because  going  people  good  our  back  now  
only  see  their  want  even  went  after  much  which  into  him  other  love  last  them  very  could  than  still  over  make  
new  its  little  did  day  never  first  things  way  being  something  say  feel  off  too  well  where  any  should  take  also  
need  us  around  right  here  down  most  work  those  said  two  why  these  made  thing  before  come  life  always  while  
many  few  today  another  next  since  find  through  long  look  home  ever  maybe  thought  every  great  getting  night  
pretty  may  came  tell  actually  im  let  someone  sure  better  lot  same  put  best  told  doing  give  until  oh  school  read  
myself  bad  big  nothing  such  old  having  own  does  keep  took  everyone  might  u  left  hope  found  guess  whole  
friends  world  probably  anything  started  talk  trying  away  wanted  call  years  try  end  called  quite  each  nice  without  
must  start  everything  days  though  saw  enough  least  once  place  looking  bit  part  house  makes  guy  man  god  again  
person  kind  year  dont  believe  gonna  both  happy  use  hard  help  used  fun  done  week  blog  decided  post  friend  able  
hate  almost  remember  seems  stuff  n  anyone  show  three  play  mean  finally  talking  live  times  feeling  already  
thinking  felt  real  watch  movie  making  write  else  during  name  head  asked  stop  different  leave  yet  wish  between  
working  mom  mind  hours  past  coming  morning  ask  couple  point  far  miss  high  seen  girl  car  fact  comes  half  
family  care  guys  reading  room  free  money  hear  knew  rather  run  job  later  game  change  cool  book  gave  looked  
lost  taking  sometimes  set  music  cause  says  rest  against  full  sleep  heart  ...







How I built it

● Scikit-Learn — classification
● Flask (framework) — web interface
● Git — version control
● NLTK

○ WordNet — synonym replacement

● WordFilter (library) — blacklist of bad words
● Blog Authorship Corpus, 2004 — background corpus (can be replaced!)



Preliminary results

Of the 200 times an original message was 
classified, the classifier was correct 99 times 
(49.5%). Of the 200 times a synonym- 
replacement message was classified, the 
classifier was correct 70 times (35.0%). 
     Though the classifier accuracy for the 
original messages was low compared to the 
overall classifier score (but still substantially 
better than random chance), a McNemar’s test 
determined that the synonym-replacement 
message was misclassified significantly 
more often compared to the original 
message (χ2 = 5.26, p = .022).



Future work

● User study
○ Are participants able to anonymize their message successfully? How long does that take?
○ Compare to Anonymouth

● More stylometric criteria
○ E.g., sentence length, typical typos, syntax 

● Better evaluation
○ Cross-validation 

● Put it online



caveat
Use of Nondescript does not guarantee anonymity.

It presents only a simulated authorship attribution scenario.
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